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United States Patent Office patented APY. 3,438,044 $, 1969 

1 
3.438.1144 

MONOPULSE 'SYSTEM WITH AN 
ELECTROMC SCANNER 

Armondo D. Elia. Hillcrest Heights. Md.. and Richard F. 
Schmidt, Washhgton, D.C., -as&gnori to the United 
States of America as represented by the Administrator 
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Filed June 13,1967, Ser. No. 646,424 
Int. C1. HOlq 3/00, 2/00 

U.S. 'Cl. 343-854 10 Claims 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
This invention is an electronic sum-and-difference pat- 

tern scanning network for use in the control system for 
a monopulse tracking antenna. The control system pro- 
vides a means for both mechanically and electronically 
scanning a target with the mechanical means providing 
a rough determination of the location of a target and 
the electronic means providing an exact determination of 
the location of the target. The electronic pattern scanning 
network utilizes a plurality of square and ring hybrids and 
a plurality of phase shifters to scan the sum-and-differ- 
ence patterns of a monopulse tracking system in a pre- 
determined manner to provide a vernier control system 
for a monomlse tracking antenna. 

tion, other drive and load characteristics have created 
design problems. Because of these problems, servo-control 
systems designed for the accuracy and transient response 
necessary in  large antenna systems are complex and de- 
mand high levels of performance from critically adjusted 
components. This leads to systems which require fre- 
quent retuning and inherently have less than the desired 
reliability. 

Therefore, it is an object of this invention to provide a 
new and improved system for use with a monopulse track- 
h g  antenna which reduces the need for a highly accurate 
mechanical servo-control system. 

It is a further object of this invention to  provide a 
system for electronically scanning monopulse sum-and- 

15 difference patterns to  eliminate the necessity for mechani- 
cal scanning by antenna movement for small changes in 
the location of a body being tracked. 

It is a still further object of this invention to provide a 
new and improved apparatus for electronically scanning 

20 monopulse sum-and-difference patterns. 
In accordance with a principle of this invention, mono- 

pulse sum-and-difference patterns are electronically 
scanned to eliminate the necessity for mechanically mov- 
ing the antenna for small changes in the movement of the 

25 body being tracked. That is, an electronic sum-and-dif- 
ference pattern transforming network produces new sum- 
and-difference patterns representative of the original sum- 
and-difference patterns but shifted in space. The phase 

This invention was made by a Government employee shifting transformation is variable, hence, for small tar- 
and may be used by and for the Government for gov- 30 get changes it is unnecessary to  mechanically move the 
ernmental purposes without the payment of any royal- mechanical boresight axis of the antenna. 
ties thereon or therefor. In accordance with a further principle of the invention, 

the incoming monopulse signals are passed through a plu- 
rality of square and ring hybrid waveguides in combina- Disclosure 

Monopulse tracking systems are well known and Wide- 35 tion with both fixed and variable waveguide phase de- 
ly used. A dual plane monopulse system can comprise an lays to provide the appropriate electronic scan. 
antenna having a horn divided into four quadrants. An It will be appreciated that the overall system of the 
R F  signal pulse is emitted by the antenna and a signal, invention provides a simple means for eliminating the 
reflected by the body being tracked, is received by each necessity for accurate mechanical scanning. More speci- 
horn. Hence, four signals are received. These signals are 40 fically, the electronic scanning system of the invention pro- 
combined in a sum-and-difference system to develop a vides for an electronic vernier system to aid the rough 
sum signal, two difference signals, and a load signal. mechanical alignment of the antenna to  provide an exact 
The sum signal can be related to the distance of the body monopulse scanning system. In this, manner, the critical 
from the antenna and the difference signals are related mechanical restraints of prior art antenna systems are 
to the angular deviation of the body from the axis inter- 45 considerably reduced. Moreover, the system for providing 
section of the four quadrants of the horn, known as the the electronic scan is simple. That is, the scanning cir- 
boresight axis. The difference signals are applied via a cuit comprises a plurality of simple ring hybrids, simple 
receiver to control systems to move the antenna StruC- square hybrids, and simple phase delays. 
ture to maintain the boresight axis in line with the body The foregoing objects and many of the attendant ad- 
being tracked while the sum signal is applied to a Te- vantages of this invention will become more readily ap- 
ceiver to  determine; the distance of the body from the preciated as the same becomes better understood by ref- 
antenna. erence to the following detailed description when taken 

While prior art Systems using sum-and-difhence SYS- in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein: 
tems to control antenna movement have proven satis- FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the overall control sys- 
factory for relatively small antennas, they are not entirely 55 tern; 
satisfactory for large modem space data acquisition an- FIG. 2 is a line diagram of an electronic waveguide 
tennas. Specifically, antennas having 85-foot and greater sum-and-difference pattern scanning network suitable for 
diameters and weighing several tons have been developed use with a square monopulse antenna; and 
for obtaining data from Space vehicles. These antenflas FIG. 3 is a fine diagram of an electronic waveguide 
use monopulse systems for directing the antenna at sum-and-difference pattern scanning network suitable for 
(tracking) the vehicle SO that the received data signals use with a diamond monopulse antenna, 
are of the greatest magnitude. The system illustrated in FIG. 1 comprises an antenna 

Because Of the size and weight Of these antennas, the reflector 11, an RF feed 13, an electronic scanner 15, a 
nx&anical systems to and move them receiver 17, an electronic controller 19, a servo-loop con- 
have become and complex* Even 65 troller 21, and a mechanical drive system 23. The signals 
sophisticated servo-techniques, it has become extremely from the R F  feed 13 pass along a line 25 to the input of difficult to mechanically maintain the boresight axis of 
these antennas aligned with the body being tracked. More the electronic scanner 15 and the output of the electronic 
specifically, as antennas have become bulkier and heavier, scanner passes along a line 27 to the input of the receiver 
control design problems have been imposed by friction in 17. The receiver has two outputs: one output is the signal 
the gears, bearings and hydraulic-drive subsystems. Fur- 70 output and passes along a line 29 to a terminal 31; and the 
ther, ddve-motor speed range, maximum torque, and second output is the error output and passes along a line 
torque ripple restrictions "nave become a problem. In addi- 33 to the input of the electronic controller 19. The output 

I 
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from the electronic controller 19 flows along a line 35 to 
the control input of the electronic scanner and along a 
line 37 to the input of the servo-loop controller 21. The 
output from the servo-loop controller passes along a line 
39 to the input of the mechanical drive system 23. The 
mechanical drive system is illustrated as connected to the 
antenna cone 11 by a line 41. 

The electronic scanner #15 is the sum-and-difference 
pattern scanning network of the invention and is illus- 
trated in FIGS. 2 and 3 and hereinafter described. This 
electronic scanner receives four signals from the RF feed 
13-one signal for each quadrant of the monopulse horn. 
The scanner 15 electronically processes the four signals 
in a network comprising hybrid junctions and phase delays 
to generate sum-and-difference patterns displaced in space 
from the original sum-and-difference patterns. The phase 
shifting is controlled by the output from the electronic 
controller 19. 

More specifically, the signals from the electronic scan- 
ner pass along a line 27 to the receiver 17. The receiver 
generates a data output signal along line 29 to a terminal 
31. In addition to the data signal, the receiver 17 gener- 
ates an error output signal along line 33 if the body has 
deviated from the electronic boresight axis as determined 
by the pointing of the antenna and by the setting of the 
scanner. This error signal energizes the electronic con- 
troller 19 to generate a correction signal along lines 35 
and 37. The correction signal on line 35 changes the phase 
shifting of the electronic scanner 15 as hereinafter de- 
scribed to reduce the error signal to zero if the error 
signal is small. If the error is large, the correction on line 
3'7 is recognized by the servo-loop controller 31. The servo- 
loop controller then energizes the mechanical drive sys- 
tem 23 to move the antenna to a point where the correc- 
tion signal on line 35 changes the setting of the electronic 
scanner by an amount that reduces the error signal on 
line 33 to zero. Hence, the servo-controller provides for a 
rough adjustment and the electronic scanner provides for 
a small or vernier adjustment of the electronic boresight 
axis of the antenna. 

It will be appreciated that the invention reduces the 
prior art requirement that the mechanical boresight axis 
of the antenna be accurately, mechanically pointed. That 
is, because the mechanical restrictions on the antenna are 
greatly reduced, a rougher, easier to design and build an- 
tenna movement system is used. As in a conventional sys- 
tem, the error signals from the electronic scanner which 
pass through the receiver are elevation and azimuth devi- 
ation error signals. More specifically, these signals are the 
azimuth and elevation difference signals from the sum- 
and-difference pattern scanning network as hereinafter 
described with respect to FIGS. 2 and 3.  In a conventional 
system, these deviation signals control azimuth and ele- 
vation servo-systems that in turn control the mechanical 
movement of the antenna. However, in accordance with 
the invention, these signals are used to control the elec- 
tronic scanner as well as the mechanical drive. 

FIG. 2 illustrates one form of a sum-and-difference pat- 
tern scanning network suitable for use as the electronic 
scanner 15 of FIG. 1 %hen a square-monopulse system 
is employed (Le., when deviation in the incoming signal 
are functions of all four RF feed signals). 

The network illustrated in FIG. 2 comprises six ring 
hybrids 51, 53, 55, 57, 59, 61; four square hybrids 63, 
65, 67, 69; eight fixed r / 2  phase delay elements 7'1, 73, 
75, 77, 79, 81, 53, and 85; and four variable phase delay 
elements 87, 89, 91, and 93. The first and second variable 
phase delay elements 87 and 89 are separately adjustable 
and the third and fourth variable phase delay elements 
91 and 93 are coupled together for concurrent adjustment 
as illustrated by a dotted line interconnecting these two 
elements. 

Each ring hybrid and each square hydrid has two inputs 
and two outputs. For ease of discussion the two inputs of 
each ring hybrid are designated as nl and u2, respectively, 

4 
and the two outputs of each ring hybrid are designated 
as bl and bz, respectively. Further, using input al as the 
reference point and moving in a clockwise direction the 
inputs and outputs of each ring hybrid are located as 
follows: (1) inputs al; (2) output bl separated from al 
by %A; ( 3 )  input aZ separated from 61 by %A; (4) out- 
put bz separated from u2 by %k; and ( 5 )  input al sepa- 
rated from output b, by %A. Also, for ease of discussion 
the two inputs of each square hybrid are adjacent corners 
and are designated as c1 and c2, respectively. Further, 

lo the two outputs of each square hybrid are adjacent corners 
and are designated as dl and d2, respectively. Moreover, 
c1 of each square hydrid is adjacent dl and c2 is adjacent 
d2. The separation between adjacent corners of the square 
hybrids are chosen to be %A. 

The four outputs of the RF feed from the square mono- 
pulse horn pass along line 25 of FIG. 1 to four input ter- 
minals of FIG. 2 designated 43, 45, 47 and 49. Input 43 
is connected to the al input of the first ring hybrid 51 

2o and input 45 is connected to the a2 input of the first ring 
hybrid 51. Similarly, input 47 is connected to the al input 
of the second ring hybrid 53 and input 49 is connected to 
the u2 input of the second ring hybrid 53. 

The bl output of the first ring hybrid 51 is connected 
25 to the uz input of the third ring hybrid 55 and the bl 

output of the second ring hybrid 53 is connected to the 
u1 input of the third ring hybrid 55. Similarly, the bz 
output of the first ring hybrid 51 is connected to the a2 
input of the fourth ring hybrid 55 and the bz output of 

30 the second ring hybrid 53 is connected to the ai input . 
of the fourth ring hybrid 57. 

The bl output of the fourth ring hybrid 57 is con- 
nected to a load 95 and the bz output of the fourth ring 
hybrid is connected through the first fixed phase-delay 

35 element 71 to the c2 input of the first square hybrid 63. 
The al input of the fifth ring hybrid 59 is connected 

lo a second load 97. The u2 input of the fifth ring hybrid 
59 is connected to the bl output of the third ring hybrid 
55. The b2 output of the third ring hybrid 55 is con- 

40 nected through the second fixed phase-delay element 73 
to the c2 input of the second square hybrid 65. 

The b2 output of the fifth ring hybrid 59 is connected 
to the cl input of the first square hybrid 63 and the b1 
output of the fifth ring hybrid 59 is connected to the c1 

45 input of the second square hybrid 65. The d2 output of 
the first square hybrids is connected through the third 
fixed delay 75 to the cz input of the third square hybrid 67, 
and the dl output of the first square hybrid is connected 
through the first variable delay 87 to the c1 input of 

50 the third square hybrid. Similarly, the dz output of the 
second square hybrid 65 is connected through the fourth 
fixed delay 77 to tha c2 input of the fourth square hybrid 
69 and the dl output of the second square hybrid is con- 
nected through the second variable delay 89 to the c1 

The dz output of the third square hybrid 67 is con- 
nected through the fifth fixed phase delay 79 to the ai 
input of the sixth ring hybrid 61. The dl output of the 
third square hybrid 67 is connected through the sixth 

60 fixed phase delay 81 in series with the seventh fixed 
phase delay 83 to a first output terminal 99. The d2 out- 
put of the fourth square hybrid 69 is connected through 
the third variable phase delay 91 to the a2 input of the 
sixth ring hybrid 61 and the dl output of the fourth 

05 square hybrid 69 is connected through the fourth variable 
phase delay 93 in series with the eighth fixed phase delay 
85 to a second output terminal 101. Finally, the bl out- 
put of the sixth ring hybrid 61 is connected to a third 
output terminal 103 and the b2 output of the sixth ring 

In operation, the first four ring hybrids act as a con- 
ventional sum-and-difference network with the sum con-  
ponent Z of the input signals occurring at the bl output 
of the third ring hybrid 55 and the load component Q 

75 occurring at the bl output of the fourth ring hybrid 57. 

55 input of the fourth square hybrid 69. 

7 O  hybrid is connected to a fourth output terminal 105. 
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The elevation deviation component AE is on the 62 out- The system illustrated in PIG. 3 is connected as fol- 
put of the third ring hybrid 55 and the azimuth deviation lows: input terminal 43 is connected to the input ul of 
component AA is on the b, output of the fourth ring the first ring hybrid 51; and input terminal 45 is con- 
hybrid 57. nected to the input az input of the first hybrid 51. 

The fifth ring hybrid 59 acts to split the sum signal Similarly, input terminal 47 is connected to the ut 
so that its bl and bz outputs are each equal to the sum input terminal of the second ring hybrid 53 and input 
component divided by the square root two. One x/dT terminal 49 is coMected to the a2 input of the second 
signal is combined with the AA signal in the subsystem ring hybrid 53. Output bi  of the first ring hybrid 51 is 
comprising the first and third square hybrids and the connected to c2 of the second square hybrid 65 and termi- 
first, third, fifth, sixth and seventh fixed phase delays 10 nal bz Of the first ring hybrid connected to cl. Of 
as well as the first variable phase delay to provide a the second square hybrid 65. Similarly, output termmal 

bl of the second ring hybrid 53 is connected t o  c2 of the 

signal is combined with the AE signal in the second and hybrid is connected to ~~ of the first square hybrid 63. 
fourth square hybrids and the second, fourth, and eighth OLltput d2 of the first square hybrid 463 is connected to 
fixed phase delays as well as the second, third, and fourth l5 c2 of the third square hybrid 67 and output dl of the first 

and a square hybrid is connected through the first variable phase 
new AE. The new are combined in the sixth delay 87 to c1 of the third square hybrid. The dz output of 
ring hybrid 61 to produce at terminal 103 a signal sub- the second square hybrid 65 is connected to c2 of the 
stantially the same as the original sum signal and at 2o fourth square hybrid 69 and the dl output of the second 

and AE square hybrid is connected through the second variable 
signals are generated at the first and second output termi- phase delay 89 to c1 of the fourth square hybrid. 
nals 99 and 101. By appropriately adjusting the variable Output dl of the third square hybrid 67 is connected 
phase delay elements 87 and 89, these signals are reduced through the first fixed phase delay 107 to the input a1 Of to 0; that is, AE and AA become 0. This adjustment can 25 the sixth ring hybrid 61. Output dz of the third square 
be Performed by manually changing the of the hybrid is connected through the second fixed phase delay 
variable phase delay elements or, as indicated in FIG. 109 and the fourth fixed phase delay 113 to the .first out- 
1, this adjustment can be Performed by electrically chang- put terminal 99. The dl output of the fourth square hybrid 
ing the setting of the variable Phase delay elements by 69 is connected through the third variable phase delay 91 
the Scanner Control 19 in any suitable electronic Or  eleC- 3o to the n2 input of the sixth ring hybrid 61. Output d2 of the 
tromechanical manner. fourth square hybrid is connected through the fourth vari- 

The variable Phase delay elements 91 and 93 are ad- able phase delay 93 and the third fixed phase delay 111 to 
justed such that the setting $2 of the second variable the second output terminal 101. 
phase delay element 8 9  minus the setting $1 of the first The bl output of the sixth ring hybrid 61 is connected 
variable phase delay element 87 divided by 2, i.e. 35 to the third output terminal 103, and, the b2 output of the 

sixth ring hybrid is connected to the fourth output termi- 
nal 105. 

PIUS a Phase shift of r / 2  is equal to the setting of the The operaion of FIG. 3 is identical to the operation of 
setting of the third and fourth variable phase delay ele- FIG. 2. That is, the incoming signals are processed until 
merits 91 and 93. When this adjustment is made, the sum 40 the AA output at the first output terminal 99 equals 0 and 
signal at terminal 103 is at a value that can be utilized until the AE output at the second output terminal 1@1 
through electronic systems (not shown), in a conven- equals 0. This is accomplished by adjusting the first and 
tional manner, to provide data on the body being tracked. second variable phase delays 87 and 89. The variable 

It will be appreciated that FIG. 2 provides a simple phase delay elements 91 and 93 are adjusted such that the 
apparatus for electronicallY Scanning a mmopulse pattern setting $2 of the second variable phase delay 89 minus the 
to obtain sum-and-difference signals whose values are 45 setting of the first variable phase delay 87 divided by 2, 
optimum and are obtained without mechanically moving i.e., (qZ-+)/2, plus a phase shift of r / 2  is equal to the 
the antenna for small changes in the movement of a body setting of the third and fourth variable phase delay ele- 
being tracked by the antenna. Hence, by combining a ments 91 and 93. AS in FIG. 2, the third and fourth vari- 
conventional mechanical antenna moving system with the able phase delays are connected together so that their 
electronic scanning system a rough and vernier control sys- 50 settings are the same- 
tern for a monopulse tracking antenna is provided. Further, as in FIG. 2 the sum signal is reproduced at the 

FIG. 3 is an alternate embodiment of the electronic fourth Output 
scanning system of the invention suitable for use with a It will be appreciated that the foregoing has described a 

simple apparatus for electronically scanning a monopulse 
diamond monopulse tracking system (Le., in which &via- 55 pattern which acts as a vernier for a mechanical antenna 

the four R F  feed signals). As in FIG. 2, the input ances necessary to prior art monopulse antenna control 
terminals are designated as references 43, 45, 47 and 49 systems. The mechanical system moves the antenna to a 
and the Output terminals are designated as reference rough approximation of the correct position of the body 
numerals 99, 101, 103 and 105. In addition, the designa- 60 being tracked and the electronic scanning systems scans 
tion of inputs and ontputs for the ring and square the antenna patterns to provide an exact indication of the 
hybrids are the same as the designations in FIG. 2. How- position of the body. When the electronic scanner 15 is 
ever, many of the components illustrated in FIG. 2 are adjusted for exact body position, the reproduced sum sig- 
eliminated in FIG. 3 because of the manner in which h- nal in the direction of the, body is at a high value which 
coming signal deviations are generated in a diamond- 65 is ahlost equal to the maximum Value Of the scanned Sum 
monopulse system, M~~~ specifically, the system illus- pattern. Both difference channel intensities in the direc- 
trated in FIG. 3 only comprises the first, second, and tion Of the body are then 

The scanning system is simple and uses waveguides in 
does the four square hybrids 63, 65y 67 and 69 70 phase delay elements. In accordance with the invention, 

and 93. In addition to these elements, the system i h -  waveguide connections so that the system processes the 
trated in FIG. 3 only includes four fixed phase delays incoming signal to align the electronic boresight axis of 
107, 109, 1119 and 113; each phase delay delays a signal the antenna with the body being tracked. That is, while 
by an amount equal to ~ 1 2 ,  75 the body is not mechanically aligned with the boresight of 

new and a new AA* the second 2/dT first square hybrid 63 and terminal bz of the second ring 

phase to provide a new 

lo5 a new load The new 

($2-$1) 12 

lo3* 

tions in the incoming are functions Of Only two Of movement system to eliminate the close mechanical taler- 

t' zero* 
sixth ring hybrids 513 53 and 61* However, the system the form of ring and square hybrids and variable and k e d  

and the four phase delay elements ST, 89, 91 the input signals are phase delayed through appropriate 
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the antenna it is electronically aligned. In this manner, a 
simule means for scanning a monopulse pattern is 
prokded. 

While the scannine svstem is. ureferablv, formed of 
square and ring hyhyids along wfth fixed-and variable 
waveguide phase delay elements it will be appreciated by 
those skilled in the art and others that the scanning system 
can also be formed of coaxial lines, striplines or other 
similar R F  signal elements. 

Further, while the foregoing description has described 
the deviations of the incoming signal as azimuth and ele- 
vation deviations, it is to be understood that these are only 
for one type of coordinate system. Other coordinate sys- 
tems are equally suitable, such as a spherical coordinate 
system or a Cartesian coordinate system. In addition, the 18 
herein described apparatus has been illustrated for use 
with an amplitude sensing monopulse system. However, it 
will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the sys- 
tem is equally suitable for use with a phase sensing mono- 
pulse system. Hence, the invention can be practiced other- 20 
wise than as specifically described herein. 

What is claimed is: 
1. Apparatus for electronically scanning a monopulse 

first means for combining signals from a monopulse 25 
antenna to generate sum-and-difference signals, said 
first means including a plurality of ring hybrids; and 

second means connected to the output of said first 
means for electronically signal transforming the sum- 
and-difference output signals of said first means to 30 
generate new sum-and-difference signals, said second 
means including a plurality of square hybrids and 
phase shifting elements. 

2. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1 wherein each ring 
hybrid has two inputs and two outputs with the inputs and 35 
outputs located so that the first output is between the first 
and second inputs a distance of one-quarter wavelength 
from each and so that the second input is between the first 
and second outputs a distance of one-quarter wavelength 
from each. 40 

3. Apparatus as claimed in claim 2 including a third 
means connected between said first and second means for 
splitting the sum signal from said first means into a pair 
of signals each equal to the original sum signal divided by 
the square root of 2. 

4. Auvaratus as claimed in claim 3 wherein said plu- 45 

tracking signal comprising: 

rality of-ring hybrids equals 4 and wherein the inputs to 
said first and second hybrids are adapted to receive the 
four input signals from said monopulse antenna; 

and wherein the first ouiput of said first ring hybrid is 
connected to the second input of said third ring hy- 
brid, the second output of said first ring hybrid is 
connected to the second input of said fourth ring hy- 
brid, the first output of said second ring hybrid is 
connected to the first input of said third ring hybrid, 
and the second output of said second ring hybrid is 

8 
a sixth ring hybrid having two inputs and two outputs 

with the inputs and outputs located so that the first 
output is between the first and second inputs a dis- 
tance of one-quarter wavelength from each and so 
that the second input is between the first and second 
outputs a distance of one-quarter wavelength from 
each; 

the second output of said fifth ring hybrid connected to 
the first input of said first square hybrid; 

the second output of said fourth ring hybrid connected 
through said first fixed phase delay element to the 
second input of said first square hybrid; 

the first output of said fifth ring hybrid connected to the 
first input of said second square hybrid; 

the second output of said third ring hybrid connected 
through said second fixed phase delay element to the 
second input of said second square hybrid; 

the first output of said first square hybrid connected 
through said first variable phase delay element to the 
first input of said third square hybrid; 

the second output of said first square hybrid connected 
through the said third fixed phase delay element de- 
vice to the second input of said third square hybrid; 

the first output of said second square hybrid connected 
through said second variable phase delay element to 
the first input of said fourth square hybrid; 

the second output of said second square hybrid con- 
nected through said fourth fixed phase delay element 
to the second input of said fourth square hybrid; 

the second output of said third square hybrid connected 
through said fifth fixed phase delay element to the 
first input of said sixth ring hybrid; 

the first output of said third square hybrid connected 
through said sixth and seventh fixed phase delay ele- 
ments to a first output; 

the second output of said fourth square hybrid con- 
nected through said third variable phase delay ele- 
ment to the second input of said sixth ring hybrid; 

the first output of said fourth square hybrid connected 
through said fourth variable phase delay element and 
said eighth fixed phase delay element to a second 
output; 

the first output of said sixth ring hybrid connected to a 
third output; and 

the second output of said sixth ring hybrid connected to 
a fourth output. 

7. Avuaratus as claimed in claim 6 wherein said fixed 

connected to the fir& input of said fourth ring hybrid. 
5. Apparatus as claimed in claim 4 wherein said third 

means is a fifth ring hybrid having two inputs and two 
outputs with the inputs and outputs located so that the 
first output is located between the first and second inputs 60 
a distance of one-quarter wavelength from each and the 
second input is located between the first and second out- 
puts a distance of one-quarter wavelength from each; 

and wherein the first output of said third ring hybrid is 
connected to the second input of said fifth ring hy- 65 
brid, the first input of said fifth ring hybrid is con- 
nected to a load, and the first output of said fourth 
ring hybrid is connected to a load. 

6. Apparatus as claimed in claim 5 wherein said second 
means includes: 70 

four square hybrids, each having two inputs and two 
outputs the inputs and outputs sharing adjacent 
corners; 

eight fixed phase delay elements; 
four variable phase delay elements; 75 

-_ 

phase dLlay elements delay a signal by an amount equal 
to r / 2  and wherein said third and fourth variable phase 
delay elements are varied together. 

,8. Apparatus as claimed in claim 2 wherein said plu- 
rality of ring hybrids equals 2 and wherein the inputs 
to said f i s t  and second hybrids are adapted to receive 
the four input signals from said monopuke antenna. 

9. Apparatus as claimed in claim 8 wherein said second 

50 

55 means includes: 
four square hybrids, each having two inputs and two 

outputs, the inputs and outputs sharing adjacent 
corners; 

four fixed phase delay elements; 
four variable phase delay elements; 
a third hybrid having two inputs and two outputs with 

the inputs and outputs located so that the first output 
is between the first and second inputs a distance of 
one-quarter wavelength from each and so that the 
second input is between the first and second outputs 
a distance of one-quarter wavelength from each; 

the second output of said second ring hybrid connected 
to the first input of said first square hybrid; 

the second output of said first ring hybrid connected to 
the first input of said second square hybrid; 

the first output of said second ring hybrid connected to 
the second input of said first square hybrid; 

the first output of said first ring hybrid connected to 
the second input of said second square hybrid; 

- 
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10 - 
the first output of said first square hybrid connected 

through said first variable phase delay element to the 
first input of said third square hybrid; 

the second output of said first square hybrid connected 
to the second input of said third square hybrid; 

the first output of said second square hybrid connected 6 
through said second variable phase delay device to 
the first input of said fourth square hybrid; 

the second output of said second square hybrid con- 
nected to the second input of said fourth square 

the first output of said third square hybrid connected 
through said first fixed phase element device to the 
first input of said third ring hybrid; 

the second output of said third square hybrid connected 
through said second and third fixed phase delay ele- l5 
ments to a first output; 

the first output of said fourth square hybrid connected 
through said third variable phase delay element to 
the second input of said third ring hybrid; 

the second output of said fourth square hybrid con- eo 
nected through said fourth phase variable delay ele- 

hybrid; 10 

ment and said fourth fixed phase delay element to a 
second output; 

the first output of said third ring hybrid connected to a 
third output; and 

the second output of said sixth ring hybrid connected 
to a fourth output. 

10. Apparatus as claimed in claim 9 wherein said fixed 
phase delay elements delay a signal by an amount equal to 
~ / 2  and wherein said third and fourth variable phase 
delay elements are varied together. 
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